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Introduction
Androscoggin Valley Council of Governments is developing a regional plan by undertaking
specific elements of the plan as funding allows. The Open Space Plan is one element.
Previous elements include a Regional Transportation Plan, a Regional Capital Investment Plan
and Regional Policies that create a framework for the categorical plans as they are developed.

Goal
The goals of the Open Space Plan is to develop policies to guide land use and
conservation decisions at all levels of government and identify overall regional open
space needs, priorities and conservation methods. The Plan is not intended to identify
specific lands for open space or conservation. It is intended to develop policy and identify
opportunities to enhance wildlife habitat, protect or improve water quality, preserve or
enhance public access, provide a variety of recreational opportunities, support tourism,
enhance the region’s quality of place, support traditional industries including farming and
forestry, and enhance the attractiveness of the region to potential residents and entrepreneurs,
and otherwise support local and regional economies.
The Plan will develop policy for
use by AVCOG, member
municipalities, and State and
federal agencies, and it will
identify appropriate options to
conserve priority open space areas.
As additional work is accomplished
by AVCOG, a number of nongovernmental organizations (ngo),
and federal, state and local
governments, it will be important
to revisit Regional Open Space
Planning to provide more specific
guidance on lands to be maintained
as open space.
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The Area
The planning area is the organized municipalities in Androscoggin, Franklin and Oxford
Counties and the fringe LURC jurisdictions within the AVCOG region.
Open space
For the purposes of the plan, Open Space is being considered as undeveloped land and
water resources that have significant ecological, educational, economic and/or
recreational values and that should be managed to benefit current and future
generations of people and wildlife.
Need
The plan is being developed to address a number of broad needs summarized in the bulleted
paragraphs appearing below.
•

Quality of Place:
“Open space” is one of the key elements in creating Maine’s “Quality of Place” aptly
described in both Charting Maine’s Future (the Brookings Report) and the “Quality of
Place and Job Growth: A New and Needed Maine Investment Strategy” a report
developed by the Governor’s Council on Maine’s Quality of Place. The variety and
amount of open space and access to it is one of the major reasons many people live in
Maine and why many people move to Maine.

•

Economy:
As noted in the above referenced reports, open space supports the economy of Maine. In
addition to being a cornerstone of our quality of place, open spaces support our forest,
farming and tourism industries.

•

Wildlife:
Open space is key to supporting wildlife habitat - it is wildlife
habitat. Whether an urban park or an extensive forest, whether the
high peaks, or whether extensive wetlands or floodplains, open
space - green open space - supports wildlife. Small urban patches
support song birds and expansive unbuilt areas support a greater
diversity of species including those requiring large tracts such as
bear and bobcat. Special areas support endangered species that
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provide a connection to nature and that may prove invaluable as science and medicine
evaluate their adaptive capacities.
•

Changing Ownership Patterns:
For the first time in almost 100 years, wide-ranging changes are occurring in land
ownership and land use patterns. While those changes that are occurring in the
northwoods as a result of the sale of once paper company and timber group owned lands
to investment companies have received significant publicity, the land use changes
occurring across the region are significant as a dispersed suburban style of development
spreads from the southerly extents of the region to the far northerly reaches of the
organized territories.

•

Regional Coordination:
There is more emphasis on regionalism and the need for regional coordination and
planning at all levels of government. An increasing number of federal and state agencies
are requiring local grant projects to be supported by regional and/or state plans. Thus the
Open Space Plan will be an element of a broader regional plan that will include regional
priorities and provide a framework for regional development, including conservation.

•

Diverse Stakeholders:
Open space planning is necessary at all levels of government. Only through statewide and
regional planning can large landscapes be
conserved for their economic, social and wildlife
values. Local planning is necessary to conserve
and create open space that supports
neighborhoods, communities, municipal residents
and potentially local economic endeavors. Many
residents identify “special” places in their
communities that make immeasurable
contributions to the community’s social fabric.
For effective open space management to occur, non-governmental organizations,
residents and businesses will all play an important role.

•

Environment and Human Effects
Wildlife and nature are important, and as importantly, a diversity of wildlife and
ecological settings are important for the social and cultural health of humans and to
further scientific discoveries that may benefit the planet and its peoples. These aspects of
open space will be an important legacy for future generations.
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Regional Background
The Open Space Plan is based on numerous reports prepared over a number of years by
AVCOG and many others. These previous reports reviewing the demographics and the
geography are not presented. Likewise, there are numerous writings on the benefits of open
space, natural areas, open waters, and wildlife to humans and to the residents of Maine.
Therefore, this plan will not provide details on all of the benefits of open space or on the
technical aspects of wildlife and ecological conservation. However, Appendix A provides a
brief overview of the relationship of open space to the biodiversity of native wildlife. The
Plan assumes a basic knowledge of the environmental, cultural and economic research
indicating the importance of open land and the natural assets of the AVCOG region.
The plan does provide some background on the region in the form of minimally edited
excerpts from the data section of the recently developed Regional Policies. In addition, the
Brookings report and the Quality of Place reports present evolving rational on the needs for
open space planning. The reports provide a practical and contemporary view of open space as
being an integral part of the Maine economy and the social well-being of the state. This is a
compelling argument and worth some specific consideration. Rather than restate the findings
of these reports, some direct quotes from these reports are provided in Appendix B.
Trends & Characteristics from Regional Policies
Population
•

In 2006 the Region’s population was 194,700 compared to 188,000 in 2000.

•

After a 10-year period of no population growth, the Region’s population has
shown a 3% increase since 2000, and the Region’s population is estimated to
grow to 202,000 by 2020, or about 7%.

•

In recent years, nearly four times more population growth has occurred in
suburban and rural areas than in service centers.

•

Since 1970 the population in the Region’s 10 service centers has declined by
4,250 people or 4%, but six of the Region’s service centers, Bethel,
Farmington, Norway, Oxford, Paris and Rangeley, had population growth from
1970 to 2000.

•

Migration into the Region has been an important factor in recent population
growth. Only southern Maine and coastal areas had greater numbers of in
migration.

•

In Franklin and Oxford Counties, seasonal population is significant.
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The Region’s Housing
•

Between 1990 and 2000, 6,630 housing units were added to the Region’s total
housing supply, representing a 7% increase. This rate of growth was less than
the 11% state growth rate for housing units, but quite significant compared to
the stagnant population growth during the decade.

•

From 2002 through 2005, 5,360 new housing units were added to the Region's
housing stock.

•

In 2006 the median sale price of a home in the Region was $138,250 up from
$81,700 in 2001.

•

There are about 16,000 seasonal or second homes in the Region with the most
in Oxford and Franklin Counties. (approximately 16% of total units).

The Region’s Land Use Trends
•

Region wide total land in farms remained stable between 1997 and 2002.

•

The Brookings Report stated that Androscoggin County experienced the most
abrupt land use change in the state. Some 40 percent of its rural acres vanished
from 1980 to 2000.

•

The Brookings Report also noted that more than 133,000 acres in the Region
have been converted from low-density rural land to higher density suburban
land in the past 20 years.

•

From 1988 to 2002 there was only a small decrease in the number of acres
(7,600) of forestland in the Tree Growth Program.

•

The number of parcels in the Tree Growth Program increased from 4,830 to
6,700 and the average parcel size decreased from 170 acres to 140 acres from
1988 to 2002.

•

In Maine almost 7 million acres of forest have changed hands since 1998. Much
of the commercial forestland in the Region is now in the hands of investorowners, real estate investment trusts and similar ownership structures.

•

Over 103,000 acres of land in the Region is in state parks and/or public reserved
lands, far dwarfing the amount in Tree Growth.

•

There are 300 Great Ponds (10+ acres) in the Region.

•

Five of the State’s 24 outstanding river segments, Carrabassett, Crooked,
Kennebago, Rapid and Sandy, are found in the Region.
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Land Use Trends—continued
•

Three of Maine’s largest lakes are located in the Region.

•

Four of the five highest mountains are in the Region.

The Region’s Economy
•

The Region’s pulp and paper mills employ some 27% of all pulp and paper
workers in the State.

•

In 2002, the value of agricultural products sold was $117 million, approximately
25% of the State total.

•

Tourism generates more than six million trip days in the Region.

The Region’s Infrastructure
•

Nineteen of the Region’s municipalities are served by public sewage treatment
facilities, and public water supplies serve 26 of the Region’s municipalities.

•

There are 26 licensed hydroelectric dams in the Region.
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Resource Maps
Many state agencies as well as non-profit groups have mapped various resources that are of
interest to them. Not all mapping is available to the public. A list of state natural resource
inventory programs is provided in Appendix C.
The most complete set of map information has been compiled by the Beginning with Habitat
program. It includes Roadless Blocks, Endangered and Threatened Species (animals),
Significant Waterfowl and Wading Bird Habitat, and Significant Wildlife Habitat (generally
historic deer yards). The State Planning Office has promoted the use of these maps for
municipal Comprehensive Planning. Other maps that are important to open space planning
include Natural Areas Program (rare plants and natural communities), Sand and Gravel
Aquifers, Watersheds, and Pre-historic Resource Potential. For a discussion and list of
additional programs of interest, refer to the Mahoosuc Region Resources Report available for
download at www.Mahoosucinfo.org.
A complete set of maps of the various regional resources are not included here. Many of the
important areas are too small in area to show at the scales that enable the maps to be
reproducible in any significant quantity. Maps of some private conservation lands controlled
by Land Trusts are not available to the public. For those with some GIS capabilities, many of
the most important maps can be downloaded from the OGIS web site (http://megis.maine.gov).
The next several pages include maps of the larger lands in conservation by either public or
private interests. Some smaller parcels of land trust controlled land are also included.
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The Regional Policy Framework

Regional Vision Statement
The Vision Statement was developed to provide a context for the development of
AVCOG programs and regional policies.
Our shared vision for the AVCOG Region is a place of quality and natural beauty that
offers an excellent residential and business environment with a healthy and stable
economy that meets the varied and changing needs of the Region. To that end, the Region
will have:
adequate infrastructure (i.e., telecommunications and transportation) to support
economic development;
quality job opportunities;
educational opportunities for all ages;
strong partnership between communities;
bustling downtowns;
suitable development in all parts of the Region;
high environmental quality; and
youth opportunities

The Region will be a place where people can live and prosper and
want to spend their whole lives!
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Regional Policies
Broad regional policy statements have been adopted in a number of categories which are relevant to the continued prosperity of the region. The following section reviews these policies
most relevant to Open Space Planning. They create the framework for more specific Open
Space policies.
Transportation Policy
Promote a multi-use trail network between service centers and rural areas to encourage
alternative transportation, provide for healthy recreation opportunities, and support tourism.
Economic Development Policy
Support traditional wood and agricultural industries.
Outdoor Recreation and Tourism Policy
Encourage large land owners to continue to allow the public access to their lands for traditional outdoor recreational use.
Maintain, expand and create low impact trail systems.
Improve natural resources related tourism opportunities including appropriate access to
surface waters and ecotourism.
Maintain the scenic qualities that draw tourists to the Region.
Seek public ownership of important open space/outdoor recreation areas.
Support efforts of business to expand and upgrade outdoor recreation facilities.
Environment Policy
Encourage sustainable watershed management.
Conserve energy and seek alternative energy sources including wind and hydroelectric.
Maintain a working forest that protects water and air quality.
Land Use & Development Patterns Policy
In suburban areas, promote development that minimizes the need for new infrastructure
and that conserves remaining open space.
In rural areas, promote development that will maintain commercially viable agricultural
and forest land.
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Regional Policy Development
As pointed out in the Brookings Report, Maine state government has had a tendency to change
programs and funding mechanisms too often. Perhaps “Quality of Place” is another phase in
the on-going effort to revitalize Maine and adapt the economy to a changing global social and
economic climate. Yet, Quality of Place speaks to the basic tenant that has been recognized as
important to the people of Maine for at least the past four decades: Community Character.
Since many older planning documents refer to community character and describe it in a
similar, albeit less poetic way, the basic tenants of Open Space and its relation to Community
Character have continued to guide much of the comprehensive planning, land use planning,
and environmental/conservation planning in the state. Therefore, while the term “Quality of
Place” could possibly be a fleeting phrase, the concepts embodied by it have been true for
decades and it is expected, will continue to be true well into the future. The results of Open
Space Planning accomplished throughout the region in the present will continue to endure for
decades and possibly centuries into the future.
Community of Character or Quality of Place depends on a mix of many elements in both the
built and the conserved or unbuilt environment. The Open Space Policy addresses the types of
unbuilt land. Open spaces that enhance Quality of Place range from “pocket parks” to
extensive tracts of conserved land. All have their place in enhancing the environment and the
lives of residents and visitors alike.
Given the wide range of open space types that enhance Maine’s Quality of Place, there is an
inherent difficulty in establishing policies and priorities for conserving Open Space. Is
landscape conservation – that is conserving extensive areas for wildlife habitat and
“wilderness” types of experiences - more important than urban parks? Are riparian areas
more important than wetlands? Are open space buffers along hiking trails more important
than recreation areas for motorized sports such as snowmobiling?
A difficulty, in developing an Open Space Plan is determining priorities for the types of Open
Space that should be conserved. Various groups and individuals place different values on the
varying types of Open Space. Residents of urban areas with limited mobility may believe
urban parks and greenways are most important while residents living in rural areas may be
more concerned with nearby development and hence want to conserve nearby lands. Wildlife
experts may place more emphasis on large blocks in order to support the greatest number of
species and ensure successful breeding of species that require large roadless areas. The list
could go on, but because of these varying values, there may not be a clear majority that can
agree with any type of prioritization.
Based on these varying values, AVCOG Policy will encourage conservation of a wide range of
Open Spaces. The following list categorizes the types of Open Space and related topics for
discussion. It is not exhaustive but provides a reasonable list for the development of sound
policies.
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Open Space Types for Consideration
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Landscape Conservation including large roadless blocks and remote areas
Natural areas, endangered and threatened species, and critical habitats and other land
that support vital ecological values or functions
Special Places and Views
Watersheds, Waters and Wetlands
Riparian areas and wildlife corridors
Riparian areas for active and passive recreation
Access to lands and water
Trails and Greenways
Farmland, especially Working Farms
Parks and urban open space/recreation areas
Motorized Recreation

Bethel Area Chamber of Commerce

Larry Ely
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Section 2
Policy
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Overarching Policy and Priorities
The Regional Open Space policy creates a broad framework for conservation efforts by a
number of stakeholders that include individuals, non-governmental groups including
foundations and land trusts and local, state and federal agencies. All have been involved in
land and open space planning and conservation for many years, but many stakeholders have
priorities that vary somewhat from each other. It is hoped that the broad policy framework will
be helpful to all stakeholders. The framework should also be helpful in gaining public agency
and citizen support for conservation projects.
In addition to the policies for each of the Open Space categories, some overarching policy is
appropriate and can lead to establishing some general priorities as citizens and stakeholders
work on the conservation of Open Space.
• Encourage communication and collaboration between various stakeholder groups interested

in conservation. Facilitate such communication through an annual meeting of stakeholder
groups in the AVCOG region.
• Conservation can have multiple benefits for wildlife, clean water, the economy, and

recreation. Projects that provide the most interrelated benefit between these should be given
priority for public spending.
• Projects that provide connectivity between permanently conserved land for wildlife and

recreation should be given high priority.
• Projects that support economic activities including working sustainable forests and public

access for recreation and tourism should also be high priority projects.
• Adequate land should be conserved to provide for all outdoor recreation interests, including

motorized recreation.
• Recreation activities should be appropriate for the type of land, habitat, and natural

resources that it may disturb.
• Provision of access to surface waters and existing conserved land should be a high priority.
• Privately owned land will play an important role in meeting the open space needs of the

region. Conservation efforts and the use of private lands must respect the rights of Private
Property Owners.
• Provide information on wildlife needs, sound forest practices, the timber economy and

markets to landowners, area residents, and visitors.
• Stakeholders, including motorized vehicle clubs and outfitters and others interested in

outdoor recreation, should work cooperatively to encourage the public to respect their access
to private land and should provide assistance to Private Property Owners in addressing use
problems.
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Special Considerations for Municipal Planning
There are many state and federal laws to protect the
Environment, but 90% of development that impacts the
environment is reviewed at local level only. Therefore,
municipalities should be particularly mindful of the
impacts development can have on the environment in
their community and neighboring communities.
Municipalities should consider preparing Open Space or
Conservation Plans and ensuring that their land use/
development review procedures protect open space for recreation, wildlife, and environmental
protection. Appendix B provides a brief outline of some of impacts of development on open
space and the environment. The following is some policy specific to municipalities.
• Municipalities should consider regional needs and regional conservation related policies

when developing local plans and ordinances for development review.
• Municipalities should include alternative tools in their land use ordinances in order to create

appropriate open spaces and recreation opportunities, especially for developments that occur
outside of growth areas.
• Municipalities should include alternative tools in their land use ordinances in order to
◊
◊
◊

conserve identified special places, special wildlife habitat and travel corridors,
special natural communities,
to avoid the encroachment of development on farming, and
to provide for continued productivity of and accessibility to productive commercial
forest lands.

• Municipalities should conserve Habitat by using Open Space concepts such as
◊
◊
◊
◊
◊
◊
◊
◊
◊
◊
◊

Placing buildings on edges
Maintaining Riparian Buffers
Retain Natural Drainage Patterns
Retain Natural Vegetation
Join Undeveloped Land to that on Adjacent Parcel
Minimal Roads and Non-lineal Roads
Provide linkages, with priority given to riparian corridors, to off site parcels
Use density concept
Require buffers for wetlands, streams and other water bodies.
Subtract out all land that is in roads, steep slopes, wetlands and required buffers from
the total acreage before determining density.
No part of such areas could be included in a building lot.
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Landscape Conservation
Including Large Blocks and Remote Areas
Basis Statement
• Landscape Conservation is defined as conservation of very large areas: areas that are typically
viewed from airplanes, hill tops or high on a mountain side, depending on the landscape.
• Landscape conservation supports many of the regional policies as noted by the number that are cited
above.
• Landscape conservation often occurs in more remote areas although there are often public roads
adjacent to or near blocks conserved this purpose. Although often focused on a wilderness type
setting, landscape conservation can occur near more developed areas.
• Landscape conservation can support working forests since smaller woodlots are more difficult to
manage and are generally not managed as a unit. Individual owners may have different management
strategies that may compete with tree growth on adjacent or nearby lots
• The larger the roadless area, the greater number
of species that can thrive. For example, bears
and bobcats need large units of roadless areas to
thrive. Hence they have been generally driven
from the southerly portion of the region.
• Landscape conservation supports tourism by
providing remote/wilderness experiences,
maintaining scenic views, and providing species
diversification.
• While economic factors are important, within the
landscape, there is a need to provide for the protection and possible cultivation of unique natural
areas, critical habitat, and other unique natural communities including old growth forests and alpine
habitat.

Policy
• Support Landscape Conservation
◊ to ensure species diversification,
◊ to maintain working forests,
◊ to protect water quality,
◊ to maintain scenic views,
◊ to protect unique and interrelated natural communities, and
◊ to support the tourism industry
• Encourage collaboration between non-governmental organizations, the private sector, and all levels
of government to ensure that the most appropriate lands are conserved. Priorities should be given to
landscapes that provide at least several of the qualities noted above.
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• Recognize the diverse needs and desires by various private, non-governmental organizations and
government agencies.
• Encourage use of conserved landscapes for a wide variety of uses that support the forest and tourism
industries.
• Uses should be sensitive to the environment and provide protection for special features of the
conserved areas.
• Sustainable timber harvesting is a desirable use in all areas where it will not disrupt and degrade
unique natural communities or endangered or threatened species.
• Large conservation tracks should provide for a diversity of uses. Recognize that motorized and nonmotorized recreation may have competing interests. Uses must be specific to the features of the
tract, but overall the mix of large conservation areas should provide both types of recreation .
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Natural Areas, Endangered and Threatened Species, and
Critical Habitats and Other Land Supporting Vital
Ecological Values or Functions
Basis Statement
• A Natural area or natural community, as defined by the Maine Natural Areas Program, is an
assemblage of interacting plants and animals and their common environment, in which the effects of
recent human intervention are minimal. They are important to species diversification. It includes
consideration of the full range of vegetation and the associated physical environment, not just the
most obvious characteristics of the dominant vegetation. (Mahoosuc Region Resources Report).
• Endangered and Threatened Species are species that occur in limited numbers because of stress on
their natural environment. With continued stress they may become extinct. The federal and state
governments maintain a list of both threatened and endangered species. Endangered species are at a
more critical state of becoming extinct than threatened ones.
• Rare Plants are plants that are quite uncommon. In most cases, like endangered animals, they have
been reduced to their limited occurrences because of stress on their natural environment.
• Critical Habitats are habitats that certain species
of animals require for some portion of their life
cycle pattern. This includes deer wintering areas
or deer yards needed for deer to successfully
overwinter, especially in severe, snowy winters.
It also includes waterfowl breeding and feeding
areas. A number of species of birds use wetlands
as summer breeding grounds; wetlands also may
support bird populations migrating through the
area.
• Known Natural Communities, Endangered
Species, Critical Habitats are shown on the
included maps. Other areas may certainly exist
but have not been mapped. Some mapped areas
may no longer support the element for which it
was mapped.
• The northerly portions of Oxford and Franklin
Counties contains one of the rarest and unique
ecosystems in the eastern United States, the alpine
zone. It is found at the upper elevations of the
region’s highest mountains (generally above 4,000
feet). Alpine plants are adapted to the challenges of short growing seasons, thin soils, and frequent
winter exposure. This alpine zone has more in common with arctic areas a thousand miles north that
it does with the forests just a thousand feet below. (Mahoosuc Region Resources Report).
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• State laws create no-obligations on private landowners or land managers, their willing cooperation
has been and will continue to be a very important factor in maintaining the region’s botanical
diversity. (Mahoosuc Region Resources Report).

Policy
• Conserve Natural Communities and Critical Habitats in order to protect these communities and
habitats from the stresses that have garnered them this status including development.
• Conserve habitat for endangered and threatened species in order to ensure that these species can
thrive and eventually be removed from their designation.
• Conservation should occur through the actions of government agencies at all levels, nongovernmental organizations, and the private sector. Conservation through purchase or permanent
easements should be considered as a preferable management strategy for many of these areas.
Regulatory and voluntary conservation efforts are also desirable for many areas, especially where
purchase or easements cannot be obtained.
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Riparian Areas and Wildlife Corridors
Riparian Areas for Active and Passive Recreation
Basis Statement
• Riparian areas, areas adjacent to surface water bodies, are important to for wildlife. Many animals
use riparian areas, especially those along streams and rivers, as travel corridors and to provide access
to food sources and water.
• Many ridgelines also provide important wildlife travel corridors.
• Riparian areas provide needed buffers for surface water bodies. Natural riparian areas help remove
pollutants from Stormwater runoff before it reaches surface waters. They also help cool Stormwater
before it reaches surface waters. In addition, forested riparian areas provide shade for surface waters
that prevents warming of surface water, improves the aquatic habitat, and supports a food supply for
aquatic as well as upland species.
• Humans find riparian areas to be particularly enjoyable. They provide contact with nature, and
humans find proximity to water particularly pleasing. Conservation of riparian areas and limited
development for human enjoyment is an important factor in making the area attractive to visitors and
residents alike.
• Riparian areas often exhibit
gentle slopes and terrain that
lends itself to non-motorized
trails.
• As recreational use of rivers and
streams increase for both fishing
and paddling, riparian areas
along these water bodies are
important to the user experience.
Conservation of such areas in a
reasonably undeveloped state is
important to the quality of place
provided to recreational users.
• There is a need to carefully plan the development of any facilities, including trails, in riparian areas
in order to minimize adverse impacts of wildlife use and travel.
• Motorized trails in riparian areas should be minimal, but segments in riparian areas may be necessary
to provide variety and allow motorized sports enthusiasts to partake of the views and aesthetics that
make these areas so attractive to humans.
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Policy
• Encourage identification of wildlife travel corridors both in riparian areas and along ridgelines.
• Recognize the variety of riparian habitats and values and differences in riparian areas and encourage the
appropriate uses.
• Encourage the conservation of travel corridors along connected ridgelines.
• Encourage the conservation of riparian areas along rivers, streams, and wetlands for their wildlife value as
travel and feeding habitat when they link undeveloped blocks of wildlife habitat.
• Consider wildlife travel corridors and riparian areas as municipalities and state agencies plan for
development and capital improvements.
• For riparian areas along rivers zoned as “limited residential” under town’s shoreland zoning ordinances,
encourage increased setbacks in order to maintain an undeveloped appearance from the water.
• Encourage Greenways including Trail systems in appropriate riparian areas. Match the uses of trails to the
wildlife, aesthetic, cultural values, and character of the riparian areas.
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Special Places and Views
Basis Statement
• Maine has many “special places” that residents and long time tourists identify with the Maine brand
and that make Maine the special place that it is. Special places may be entire villages or even
downtowns and natural features such as identifiable mountain tops, scenic overlooks, waterfalls,
trails, historic sites and entire vistas. Even the villages and downtowns that are considered special
often depend on their surroundings including the open spaces around them.
• Many of these places have been conserved by through purchase or easement, but many more still
need conservation.
• Open space areas in and around villages and downtowns provide a context for the development in
these places and deserve careful consideration as development spreads from these community cores.
• Natural places that have reached the status of being, at least, anecdotally, special places to residents
and visitors re iconic, they provide
Larry Ely
context for the many other wonderful
natural areas and open spaces, and they
provide anchors for ecotourism.
• Views, whether views across our lakes,
views along our rivers, views of nearby
mountain sides of ledge, views of
sprawling fields, views of historic villages
with church steeples, or views of distant
and vast vistas, can be places of solace for
residents and important attractions for
tourists. Again, the many views and the
character of the views are a vital part of
the Maine brand.

Policy
• Municipalities, through their comprehensive planning process. should identify special places with
local, regional and statewide historic or natural significance.
• Municipalities, through their comprehensive planning process, should identify views with local,
regional and statewide importance.
• Municipalities and others planning for conservation should consider other features of the land in
prioritizing views and special places for conservation. The potential of the land to provide other
conservation values should be considered in determining conservation techniques from purchase, to
easement, to land use regulation.
• Conservation commissions, land trusts, and other conservation organizations, both public and nongovernmental, should work to identify important areas and provide appropriate conservation.
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Special places may be small parcels, even parcels within villages and downtowns or vast vistas. Both
viewing locations and the viewed area (viewshed) should be conserved where warranted.
• In conserving special places and views, there can be a balance between development and the need for
maintaining the open space. Development type, style, and proximity must be considered when occurring
near special places or in important vistas.
• Iconic views should be conserved through land purchase, easement, and land use standards as appropriate.
Views having this status include, but are not limited to:
◊
◊
◊
◊
◊
◊

Evans Notch
Grafton Notch and sites on the Grafton Loop Trail
Mahoosuc Notch on the Appalachian Trail.
Views from Bigelow
Views from Height of Land
Views from Gulf Island Pond
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Watersheds and Wetlands
Basis Statement
• Undeveloped land with natural features is necessary to protect water quality. Runoff from developed
land has a number of pollutants including sediment and nutrients that cause significant changes in
water quality and the natural flora and fauna that inhabit the water. Sediment can cover and destroy
both breeding and feeding habitat. Nutrients encourage growth of certain flora that change the
natural balance of organisms, reduces diversity, cloud water, and deplete oxygen.
• Undeveloped land can serve as buffer areas to reduce pollutant loads to streams, rivers, lakes and
wetlands.
• There is a strong hydrologic connection between wetlands, surface waters and groundwater.
Watersheds must be managed to protect all waters, both surface and ground. Conservation,
maintenance and management of the land is an important factor in maintaining water quality. The
higher the surface water quality classification, the more undeveloped land that should be maintained
in the watershed.

Policy
Watersheds
• Encourage municipalities to require the set aside of significant amounts of open space for
development that occurs in rural areas.
• Maintenance of water quality should be a primary consideration when identifying land worthy of
conservation by purchase or easement.
• As priorities are established for the conservation of land identified under other policy categories,
consideration to the water quality of water resources contained within and downstream of the area
being conserved.
Wetlands
• Conserve wetlands in order to maintain habitat, protect surface water quality and recharge
groundwater. Extensive wetlands and those having significant wildlife value and those located in
significant wildlife travel corridors should be conserved through easement or purchase.
• Encourage municipalities to develop land use control regulations that compliment state and
federal wetland protection laws and ensure the protection of wetlands as important resources
supporting water quality and significant fish and wildlife habitat. Local regulations should
provide adequate buffer areas for wetlands and vernal pools. Width and size of buffer areas
should be related to the importance of the wetland for habitat.
• Wetlands in urban areas where economic development has occurred and where it is best suited to
reduce urban sprawl should be fit into the development where possible. If not possible, the
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wetland offsets should be used and stormwater from the new development managed in order to ensure
adequate groundwater recharges and protection of surface waters.
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Access – Open Space and Water Resources
For active and passive recreation
Basis Statement
• Most of the land in the northern portion of the AVCOG region has had at least one change of
ownership in the past 15 years. Once held by paper companies and large timber management
companies for the timber resources, it is now owned by large investment groups and individuals.
While some investment groups still profit from the timber on the land, they are equally interested in
obtaining a higher rate of return through further sale and development, with sales and development
focusing on high value areas such as land with views and adjacent to surface water bodies.
• While the paper companies and timber management companies allowed relatively unrestricted use of
their land, the new owners have less interest in such public use. Individual owners and developers
appear more likely to limit public access. In some cases,
• Hiking, snowmobile and ATV trails have been interrupted and discontinued across property,
• Trailheads have been closed,
• Hunting has been banned, and
• Access to surface waters has been blocked.
• Shoreland of lakes and rivers has high value for
development. As it is developed, traditional access
sites to surface waters have been lost.
• The public has sometimes abused private lands by
dumping trash and destroying private property
including fences, gates, and buildings.
• The public has also sometimes caused major damage
to roads and trails through the use of motorized
vehicles including four-wheel vehicles and ATVs.

Policy
• Encourage land owners to keep land open to the
public through information. Support the Maine Landowner Relations Program
• Obtain easements or purchase high value open space for public use and enjoyment.
• Obtain access to surface waters including lakes, rivers, and streams through purchase or easement.
• Encourage municipalities to consider trails, trail heads, and public access to surface waters in
comprehensive planning, ordinances and during the review of developments.
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• Encourage municipalities to request developers to allow a portion of their land, existing trails, trail heads, and
surface water access sites to remain open to the public.
• Encourage the legislature to provide tax and other incentives for maintenance of public access on private
lands.
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Trails
Basis Statement
• Trails are important to the region because
◊

They can provide a safe route for bicyclists, pedestrians and other human powered transportation
methods for commuting to work and school and for traveling to shopping.

◊

They can provide safe routes for recreational vehicles including snowmobiles and ATVs that
could be used for commuting to work or school and for traveling to shopping.

◊

They encourage healthy lifestyles by providing human powered recreation opportunities.

◊

They provide for motorized recreation opportunities that brings people in touch with nature and
provides recreation.

◊

They improve the quality of life by providing opportunities to be in touch with nature, whether as
an urban greenway or as a semi wilderness experience.

◊

They support the tourism industry and provide one of the essential elements in attracting visitors
to the region.

◊

Trails of all types, from mixed use to motor powered, from rustic to paved are needed.

◊

The experience on many trails is greatly enhanced by the surroundings, especially natural
surroundings.
Bethel Area Chamber of Commerce

Policy
• Support trail development to encourage safe

alternatives to traditional automobiles for
commuting to work and school and for
traveling to shopping. Preference should be
given to human powered use trails.
• Support the development of recreational

trails for the use of residents and tourists.
◊

Highest priority should be given to trails that create greenway space along major rivers including
the Androscoggin and Sandy Rivers. This priority includes support of the East Coast Greenway
and extending trails from the east coast greenway to service centers in the region.

◊

Another priority should be to connect service centers within the region and to service centers in
other regions.

◊

Trails that connect important recreational areas, such as State Parks and nearby recreational
lands should also be encouraged.
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• Support the Maine Huts and Trails
• Trails should be designed in consideration of the intended use and the nature of the area.
• Support development of hiking trails to provide recreation and access to wilderness type experiences

and important natural areas that will not be adversely impacted by such trail development.
• Trails should have appropriate buffers; trails that are intended to provide contact with nature should

have appropriate buffer areas.

Larry Ely
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Farmland
Basis Statement
• Farmland is recognized as making up much of the allure of the Maine countryside.
• Farms are disappearing at a significant rate as farmers find it is more profitable to sell land for
housing and other uses that it is to continue farming.
• Many of the region's larger working farms are owned by farmers who are approaching retirement
age.
• The energy crisis is creating significant issues for
agriculture the impact of which is not fully
determined at this point. There is potential for local
agriculture to become increasingly important for a
number of reasons including
• Rising energy costs making transportation from
distant states and countries less economic
• Trend toward locally grown products
• Trend toward organic produce
• Agriculture in other states and countries constrained
by drought, erosion, and other human caused and natural problems
Policy
• Encourage conservation of prime and farmland through local planning and land use controls.
• Conserve farms and farmland that have special places in the landscape by making a significant
contribution to community character, landscape views with special emphasis on those threatened by
sprawl.
• Use conservation easement and tax incentives to encourage conservation as noted.
• Improve inter farm cooperation on purchasing operations and marketing.
•Support programs to encourage use of local
agricultural products by home owners and businesses
such as supermarkets, restaurants, schools, etc.
•Encourage coordination of agriculture and tourism.
•Support the development of farm markets and shared
commercial kitchens that provide opportunities for
development of small food oriented businesses and
provide markets for farm products.
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Parks and Urban Open Space/Recreation
Basic Statement
• Managed green space and part in village areas and downtowns are important aspects of community
character.
• Green spaces provide opportunities for residents of villages and downtown areas, who do not have
ready access to the larger open spaces, to have outdoor recreation and commune with elements of
nature.

Policy
• Municipalities should plan for and develop parks and
green space that enhance community character, conserve
important scenic or natural areas, and/or provide
recreation opportunities for residents.
• Municipalities should support development of parks and
green space that may be attractive to ecotourism uses
such as water access and trails with appropriate buffers.
• Municipalities should support study local conservation
commission that inventory, plan, and conserve important
open space within the community. Conservation
Commissions should provide significant opportunities
for public input during all phases of their processes.
• Conservation Commissions should coordinate with
Recreation Committees, planning boards and area local
trusts, and with the commissions in adjacent
municipalities
• Municipalities should coordinate with adjacent
municipalities in planning parks and green spaces in
order to potentially provide interconnect spaces for
wildlife and recreation.
• Municipalities should consider conserving town forests
as multi-purpose areas for wildlife, aesthetics,
economics, and recreation
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Motorized Recreation
Basis Statement
• Motorized recreational trail use is a significant economic component of the tourism industry.
• Snowmobile clubs have managed to develop and maintain a trail system over private and public land
that is well suited to the needs of local snowmobile enthusiasts as well as tourists.
• Snowmobile clubs have some difficulty ensuring trail continuity as land ownership patterns change.
• In the northern part of the AVCOG region, snowmobiles are used by some as a primary source of
travel for commuting to friends, work and school.
• ATV use is relatively new but is an increasingly important part of the tourism economy.
• ATV use has the potential to cause more damage to land than do snowmobiles since they may travel
through wet areas, cross streams and cause erosion of trails on steep slopes.
• ATV riders are sometimes considered renegades and are noted for causing damage to trails as well as
personal property.
• In some places ATV clubs are becoming active in maintaining trails and educating riders.
• Motorized sport use of trails can disrupt wildlife and cause conflicts with human powered recreation.

Regional Policy
• See policy on public access.
• Encourage ATV clubs to form, educate users and maintain trails. Provide support to clubs to
maintain trails.
• Consider development of a substantial amount of acreage as an ATV park similar to the Jericho
Mountain Park in Northern New Hampshire.
• Consider the use of motorized off road transportation as options to on-road vehicle use as trail
systems are being developed in the northern portion of the area.
• Encourage businesses that sell or rent ATVs and snowmobiles to provide information on good land
stewardship practices and the rights of private property owners when selling or renting machines.
Encourage the use of guides for those wanting to rent machines, especially when using such
machines in remote and backcountry areas.
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Section 3
Concepts for Landscape Scale
Open Space
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Potential Concepts for Landscape Scale Open Space
The following page provides a conceptual map showing the existing conservation lands in the
region and provides some potential priorities for additional open space conservation.
Boundaries are not meant to be definitive—areas show general areas where conservation
should be a priority to add to existing landscape scale conservation areas or may be desirable.
The principles applied are
◊

to provide greenways along river corridors,

◊

to increase the conservation of open spaces adjacent to existing large blocks, and

◊

to conserve potential wildlife corridors between existing large blocks of conservation
areas.

The lands in these areas have multiple uses depending on their location and the existing built
environment within them. For instance, for greenways that intersect with urban areas, villages,
and suburban development, the greenway corridor would be relatively narrow and provide for
linear recreation and enjoyable green space. For undeveloped areas, the corridors would vary
in width depending on local needs, but would balance development with recreation, riparian
habitat, travel corridors, and economic and community growth needs . Where large blocks of
further conservation are designated as potential open space, it should not deter growth of
towns and villages needed to sustain the local social and economic structure, but towns should
consider land use planning principles that will help to maintain the large, uninterrupted blocks
of land and protect the wildlife travel corridors and important natural resources within the
town boundaries. These resources are not only important to the ecology of the region and
state, but also to the traditional uses of the land for forestry, agriculture, hunting, fishing and
other recreation.
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Appendix A
The Economic Argument for
Open Space
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The Economic Argument for Open Space
Excerpts from Charting Maine’s Future – the Brookings Report
Winding, country roads, tranquil rural byways, and scenic drives are …signature element of Maine life.
On changing land use and growth patterns
More than 65 percent of the state - more than 860,000 Mainers - now lives in the 164 towns that comprise Maine’s morepopulated metropolitan and “micropolitan” areas. Within and beyond this populous metropolitan zone, moreover,
dispersed, low-density suburban style development has become the state’s dominant settlement pattern. Overall, just 23
percent of Maine’s post-2000 population growth has occurred in regional hub towns. By contrast 77 percent of recent
growth has taken place in surrounding towns, newer emerging towns, and rural areas distant from traditional centers. As a
result, the state is converting extraordinary qualities of rural fields and woodlots to residential uses. From 1980 to 2000, for
example, Mainers altered the character of 869,000 acres, or more than 1,300 square miles of rural land - a territory roughly
the size of Rhode Island.
However, suburbanization is increasing government costs and degrading the state’s small towns and environment - it true
“brand.” Widespread suburbanization and sprawl are driving up cost and may well be damaging the state’s top calling card
its scenic beauty, the feel of its towns, its quality of place.
Maine’s development patterns are undermining the state’s alluring brand, so this brand is the integrity of Maine’s distinctive
towns and villages and the stunning natural areas that lie between them. Unfortunately, far flung, often-haphazard
residential development is more and more blurring those crisp scenes as it impinges on forest, fields and waterfronts all
around the state.
Thanks to this dispersal of development Maine is rapidly converting rural fields and woodlots to other uses. From 1980 to
2000, Mainers altered the character of 869,000 acres - or more than 1,300 square miles, of rural land - a territory roughly
the size of Rhode Island. This represented a loss of 17 percent of the state’s developable rural land. That means Maine
communities converted over ten acres of rural land to other uses for every one new housing unit building in the 1990s - good
for the third most land-consuming home production rate in the nation, behind Vermont and West Virginia.
Western Maine experienced the smallest percentage loss of rural land at 14.2 percent, Androscoggin County experienced the
most abrupt land-use change in the state: some 40 percent of Androscoggin County‘s rural acres vanished from 1980 to
2000.
But large swaths of … traditionally rural landscape are quite rapidly taking on a new suburbanized tenor.
Waves of ill-managed sprawling development could easily threaten the state’s much-beloved rural identity, which itself is a
valuable economic asset. In sum, the spread of anonymous suburban development threatens to gradually (or not so
gradually) degrade Maine’s quality of place at a time when quality of place means more and more.
Even the Unorganized Territory has become vulnerable to change in land use. While Maine’s Unorganized Territory, home
to only 8,000 permanent residents - remains almost entirely undeveloped due to geographic and legal constraints, recent
changes in land ownership are increasing the chance of more residential development in parts of this 9.3 million acre
expanse of largely forested rural land. The rising pressure stems from a move away from large amounts of land held by a
small number of industrial foresters toward smaller parcels held by real estate investment trusts and other financial
investors.
Development patterns are beginning to give some cities and towns new life ... but suburbanization is consuming rural land,
increasing government costs, and degrading the state’s small towns and environment its true “brand”
Moreover, the suburbanization of so much of Maine threatens to degrade the very qualities of the state’s country side and
settlement areas that make them so appealing. Strip development along once-scenic roads, development in Maine’s forests
and agricultural lands, and the threat of residential conversion of working waterfronts all endanger the value of Maine’s
distinct quality of place and critical asset for future competitiveness.
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Maine’s scattered development patterns are placing increased pressure on the state’s iconic forest, picturesque landscapes
and down-to-earth towns - all vital components of the state’s high quality of place, its true brand. In the long run, the slow
degradation of Maine’s vivid and distinctive quality of place (and the reputation it supports may be the greatest cost to
Maine of all.
Hugh and almost mythical, the Northern Forest remains a critical element of the state’s brand, not to mention the base of
$6.2 billion in economic activity generated by industries ranging from pulp and paper to forest bio-products. However, a
national USDA Forest Service report on private forests finds that current development patterns place over 700,000 acres of
private forest land in the southern quadrant of Maine and in the lower Penobscot River valley under serious threat of
increased housing density over the next 25 years for exceeding threats faces by all other eastern states. An added concern is
rapid change in private forest land ownership: From1994 to 2005 the share owned by timber companies - historically
excellent land stewards dropped from 59.2 to 15.5 percent while the share of forest land owned by financial investors rose
from 3.2 to 32.6 percent.
Currently, the state’s 1 million acres of farm country support a significant $1.2 billion agricultural industry, as well as
provide critical open space to a growing state. This too is part of the Maine mystique. The conversion of prime farmland to
developed uses jumped from slightly over 1,300 acres annually between 1987 and 1992 to 3,900 acres per year in the
following five year period. That near tripling of the state’s rate of farmland loss represented the fourth-fastest increase in
the nation. With exceptions of fields in northern Aroostook county and the southern quarter of Washington County, the vast
majority of the state’s top-quality farm property lies within or adjacent to the state’s fastest-growing urban and suburban
areas.
Land prices measure the pressure, with the demand for new rural housing increasing per-acre farmland values to $1,850
(farm income per-acre remains stuck at just $81) with further encroachment of suburban-style development, a signature
Maine industry and land-use will lose some of its vivid presence.
The way the state is growing is slowly degrading key elements of Maine’s vivid and unifying sense of place.
On economic growth
Recent trends suggest Maine is becoming a popular base for telecommuters.
Critical to Maine clusters’ growth and growth prospects, meanwhile, is the growth of small businesses. In the information
technology cluster, for example, more than two-thirds of Maine firms have one to three employees and only one in twenty has
more that 50.
Very small enterprises play and especially important role in Maine cluster and export sectors. Firms with fewer than 20
employees now account for 24 percent of Maine employment.
As mobility of American continues to increase, states more and more need to brand a distinct, captivating appeal that at once
established a unifying self-image and competitive promise as they vie for their share of scarce visitors, talent, and income.
On branding
Maine is famous for lobsters and Yankee ingenuity and its work-ethic, for craftsmanship and skepticism, But it’s also worldrenowned for something else: its distinctive towns and villages and the stunning natural areas that lie between them. These
compose Maine’s “brand,” its true calling card.
A brand is not a campaign theme, tag line, or slogan. Instead it is and expression of a compellingly unique experience. A
quality brand can bring powerful practical benefits to a place. David McGranham of the United States Department of
Agriculture’s Economic research Service, for example, has found that rural counties high in natural amenities had higher
population and income growth than those low in such amenities.
Why do so many visitors seek to spend so much time and money in Maine? Why do so many visitors return for good?
According to survey results, the 13 highest-rated Maine attributes all revolved around its abundance of scenic vistas, the
A-2
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high quality of its recreational opportu8nities and its charming small town. And yet, the way Maine is growing and the poor
management of the demand that Maine’s attractions prompts - also threatens to degrade exactly the quality of place that
prompted the demand in the first place. Congestion and scattershop development are spoiling vacation and retirement
destination. Sprawl is impinging on the countryside. And too many of Maine’s most vivid towns have been surrounded by
land mass-produced development. None of that bodes well for industries that depend utterly on Maine’s fame as a distinctive
place defined by what former Gov. Angus King once called the idyllic contrast between village and country side, “crisp as a
fresh apple, picked on a fine fall day.”
As the search for quality places grows in importance, Maine possesses a globally known “brand” built on images of livable
communities, stunning scenery, and great recreational opportunities.
On Property Tax Policy
High property taxes, meanwhile dominate Maine’s revenue picture, and almost certainly encourage sprawl. Maine’s top
revenue problem, however, may well be its over-reliance on high local property taxes. Maine generates a huge portion of its
revenue by taxing property.
At any rate, considerable evidence suggest that high property taxes especially in proximity to lower ones in nearby
jurisdictions - can distort household and business decision making, particularly at the local and regional level, where they
are likely to contribute to suburban sprawl.
Sharp differences exist in the tax rates of municipalities, the locations choices of households and businesses may become so
pronounced as to contribute to sprawl.
The average tax rate differential between regional-hub communities and emerging communities in 2003 exceeded 48 percent.
Such differences create a strong incentive for families and business to locate outside regional hubs and may well represent
and important contributor to suburban and rural sprawl.
Excerpts from The Economy, and Quality of Life – A Developing Logic for Open Space
On Economic Growth: Maine’s competitive advantage is its Brand
Maine’s principal advantage in today’s global competition is our Quality of Place. We have majestic mountains, unbroken
forests, open fields, wild rivers, pristine lakes, … picturesque downtowns, lively arts and culture, and authentic historic
buildings. We must learn to think of them as the basic infrastructure of Maine’s future prosperity.
… a more prosperous Maine is directly and inextricably tied to the exceptional qualities of this place, our state, and to our
ability in a competitive world to attract and keep people.
Maine today is engaged in a world-wide competition for people - people to create and sustain prosperity in the 21st Century.
The Council has found that Maine’s chief economic asset in this competition is our Quality of Place. …our distinctive,
competitive advantage in a world that has become one giant economic neighborhood is Maine’s spectacular, place-based,
natural and built assets.
In the modern economy, prosperity comes from the ideas, talents, and energy of people. Today skilled workers,
entrepreneurs, tourist, and retirees do not have to come to Maine, they may go anywhere. Where they choose to work,
visit and live depends on their personal preferences and the appeal of their destination. Maine’s advantage in the
global competition for people is our Quality of Place.
Perhaps the most important insight of the Brookings report is that the three elements of the strategy they propose invest in jobs and innovation, streamline government, and safeguard Maine’s Quality of Place - do not operate
separately, independent of one another, but only as a system.
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Today, we know it works both ways: when we safeguard and strengthen our quality places, we increase the likelihood
of attracting the investment and people we need. Unless we protect those places, the investment and people are likely
to come not at all!
… Maine’s ability to attract and keep highly-skilled workers is critical to growing and sustaining our most promising
industries. … Since Maine’s level of research and workforce are likely to remain small for some time, firms … must recruit
most of their specialized work force from out of state. Maine’s quality of place will be a key to attracting critical personnel.
On establishing priorities and Making Recommendations
Revitalizing our towns and cities while protecting our rural landscapes.
Accessible wild places and tranquil country farms, human-scaled Main Streets and working waterfronts: theses are what
differentiate Maine from other places and in many respects drive its economy. Yet these assets are at risk. Development is
encroaching on Maine’s coastal (waters) and inland lakes, limiting access. Rising land prices are motivating farmers to sell
out. And closer in, the state’s longstanding centers - its regional hubs and their downtowns - cannot often enough stem the
flow of suburbanization to truly revitalize themselves. These centers like the green landscape cry out for investment. And so
Maine should protect these assets and invest in them as sources of economic advantage.
Quality of Place assets are place-specific, and must be assessed with care for their quality, authenticity, sustainability,
and marketability.
Tourism is today among Maine’s largest and strongest industries, maintaining this position requires that Maine remain
a highly desirable tourist destination. This means not only protecting the natural and cultural attractions that draw
visitors to Maine but providing top-quality products and services when they arrive.
The Council recommended that the State identify means to encourage private landowners to continue the great Maine
tradition of public access to their lands, and supported public education efforts to ensure respectful use of private lands
by the public.
The State is urged to support and strengthen its Maine Landowner Relations Program (MLRP), to ensure continuing
public access to private land.
We need …new and creative ways to symbolically reward private landowners for allowing public access; the feasibility of
and potential funding for a Property Damage Mitigation fund for legitimately aggrieved landowners; and the effectiveness
and appropriateness to Maine of other state’s market-based strategies to secure public access to private lands.
The Council recommends study of current regional conservation initiatives and publication of best practices to be
encouraged through regional asset based strategies and implementation.
The council recommends that the MaineDOT, in coordination with DOC and local and regional trail groups, identify
and plan a statewide network of multiuse trails.
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Impacts of Development
Changes in the natural landscape generally impact natural systems. Whether undertaking
temporary work such as logging or creating permanent development, changes to habitat and drainage
patterns can be dramatic and virtually irreversible unless undertaken with care for the natural resources.
Activities can also contaminate surface and groundwaters thus making them unfit for human contact or
consumption. This brief appendix will focus on a few of the changes that are most significant for open
space and natural habitats.

Wetlands
Wetlands are extremely important features of the natural environment. They can be destroyed by filling,
draining or diverting water from them. There is considerable documentation that wetlands are
disappearing from the landscape at an alarming rate. Several state laws help to reduce the destruction of
wetlands and minimize impacts on them. However, many important wetlands remain endangered.
Wetlands provide many benefits to the natural environment and to humans.
Ground Water Recharge: This important function ensures groundwater is available for wells that
serve a significant portion of our population. Wetlands and groundwater also recharge surface
waters during dry periods.
Surface Water Recharge and Flood Mitigation: Wetlands provide storage for stormwater runoff
and snowmelt. The stored water is released more slowly than from most upland areas, so in
addition to recharging surface waters, wetlands also reduce flooding of downstream areas.
Fish and Wildlife Habitat: Wetlands provide important habitat for fish and wildlife. The many
aquatic plants, macroinvertebrates and small animals are a source of food for fish and many forms
of wildlife including waterfowl and wading birds. Wetlands also provide important breeding
habitat for many forms of fish and wildlife.
Amphibians: Wetlands are important habitat for amphibians such as frogs, salamanders, and
turtles. A number of amphibian species are endangered.
Upland species: Upland species use wetlands as a source of drinking water and food. Many find
the riparian areas around wetlands attractive habitat because of the food supply.
Plants: Wetlands are home to many plant species that support fish and wildlife. They also remove
and store nutrients and various pollutants. Some are important parts of the wildlife food chain.

Streams and Rivers
The most common impacts from development and changes in the natural landscape on brooks, streams
and rivers are through changes to the hydraulic characteristics of the recharge—adding more runoff or
diverting runoff—and by introducing pollutants to the water.
Changes in drainage areas due to excavation or inadvertent channeling by vehicles can reduce runoff
reaching one stream and add it to another. Reducing runoff or recharge can have negative impacts on the
stream habitat and therefore the fishery. Adding runoff to a stream increases flows and can cause bank
and channel erosion. It can also significantly change the habitat of the eroding areas and the areas where
the eroded sediment settles.
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Non-point pollution is (also called non-point source pollution) is the degradation caused by practices
that cannot be traced to a single point or discharge. Essentially, any activity that disturbs or changes the
natural land results in some degree of non-point pollution. Improper land management practices and
development can change drainage and/or runoff characteristics and cause erosion of soil. Controlling
land management activities and development so that non-point pollution is at manageable levels is
necessary to maintain high water quality

Riparian Areas
Riparian areas are those areas around water bodies that have unique characteristics associated with the
transition between surface waters including wetlands and upland areas. About 80% of vertebrates live
in or use this habitat. They are also home to a large variety of plants. They serve as breeding areas for
many amphibians as well as many birds and mammals. Riparian areas along streams and rivers often
serve as migration corridors and are especially important when they connect large blocks of habitat.

Upland
Upland habitat is the fields and forests removed from wetlands and other surface water bodies. Large
blocks of upland habitat generally contain some areas of surface waters that are important for the
reasons noted previously. The large upland areas are important for many species. Segmentation of
large blocks of habitat decreases biological diversity. The tables on the following pages show the
diversity of species for certain size habitat blocks. Note the decreasing diversity of species supported by
smaller blocks. In addition to the lower number of species supported by the smaller blocks, the overall
health of the animals is impacted because of lack of diversity in the gene pool.
In addition to the size of habitat blocks, other factors are of importance in making land conservation and
development decisions. These include:
Shape
Barriers to Travel and Use
Habitat Type

Proximity to other habitat
Availability of Travel Corridors
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The following tables were copied from “A Response to Sprawl: Designing Communities to Protect
Wildlife Habitat and Accommodate Development” a report of te Patterns of Development Task Force,
Maine Environmental Priorities Project, July 1997.

Habitat Block Size Requirements for Wildlife in Maine
Undeveloped
RACCOON

WOODCHUCK

KESTREL

HARE

DEER

RED-TAIL HAWK

COYOTE

MUSKRAT

HORNED OWL

SMALL RODENT

MOOSE

RAVEN

PORCUPINE

RED FOX

BARRED OWL

BOBCAT

SONGBIRDS

OSPREY

COTTONTAIL

SHARP-SHINNED HAWK

TURKEY VULTURE

BEAVER

BALD EAGLE

TURKEY

BLACK BEAR

SKUNK

MOST REPTILES

SQUIRREL

COOPER’S HAWK

GARTER SNAKE

WEASEL

HARRIER

RING-NECK SNAKE

MINK

BROAD-WINGED HAWK

MOST AMPHIBIANS

FISHER

GOSHAWK

WOOD FROG

From “A Response To Sprawl: Designing Communities to Protect Wildlife Habitat and Accommodate Development,”
Report of the Patterns of Development Task Force Maine Environmental Priorities Project July 1997

Habitat Block Size Requirements for Wildlife in Maine
100-499 Acres
RACCOON

WOODCHUCK

HARE

DEER

KESTREL

MUSK RAT

HORNED OWL

RED FOX

BARRED OW L

SONGBIRDS

OSPREY

SHARP-SHINNED HAWK

TURKEY VULTURE

SM ALL RODENT
PORCUPINE

COTTONTAIL
BEAVER

TURKEY
SKUNK

MOST REPTIL ES

SQUIRREL

COOPER’S HAWK

GARTER SNAKE

W EASEL

HARRIER

RI NG-NECK SNAKE

M INK

BROAD-WINGED HAWK

MOST AMP HIBIANS
WOOD FROG

From “A R esp onse To Spra wl: Designin g Com munities to Pr otect Wildlife Habitat and Accommo date Deve lo pment,”
Rep ort of the Patterns o f Dev elo pmen t Task Fo rce Maine Env ir onmen tal Priorities Project July 19 97
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Habitat Block Size Requirements for Wildlife in Maine
1-19 Acres
RACCOON

MUSK RAT
SM ALL RODENT
RED FOX
SONGBIRDS
COTTONTAIL

SKUNK

MOST REPTIL ES

SQUIRREL

MOST AMP HIBIANS

From “A R esp onse To Spra wl: Designin g Com munities to Pr otect Wildlife Habitat and Accommo date Deve lo pment,”
Rep ort of the Patterns o f Dev elo pmen t Task Fo rce Maine Env ir onmen tal Priorities Project July 19 97
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Appendix C
State Natural Resources
Inventory Programs
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Maine Natural Areas Program (MNAP)
This program is housed within the Maine Department of Conservation and tracks rare plants
and natural communities.
Maine’s Natural Heritage Program
Rare animal species are tracked by Maine Department of Inland Fisheries and Wildlife Habitat
Group.
Comprehensive Wildlife Conservation Strategy
Undertaken by the Maine Department of Inland Fish and Wildlife, the CWCS incorporates data
on plants and wildlife habitats from the Maine Natural Areas Program and the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service. The Maine CWCS also identifies particularly rich focal areas. The program
is on-going, so all areas of the state have not been studied. (Excerpted from the Mahoosuc Region Resources Report and edited).
GAP
The GAP program has been around for a number of years. It is sponsored by the USGS
and often resides at a state university. University of Maine has done considerable work
on the program over the years, with most of that being in the 1990’s. GAP combines information from a series of three map “layers” in order to identify areas harboring high levels of
biodiversity that are currently unprotected (“gaps”). The questions addressed by GAP are:
“How do we prevent species from becoming threatened?” and “What is the present conservation status of all representative species (not just the endangered ones)?” The process informs
decision-making when land acquisition is contemplated. (Excerpted from the Mahoosuc Region Resources Report and edited).
Gulf of Maine Watershed, Priority Trust Species
The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service’s Gulf of Maine Coastal Program has identified, ranked,
and mapped potential habitat for priority species throughout the Gulf of Maine (GOM) watershed (... including the Androscoggin River watershed). USFWS biologists selected 91 “priority
trust” species that regularly inhabit the GOM watershed and meet the following criteria:
federally endangered, threatened and candidate species,
migratory birds, anadromous and estuarine fish that are significantly declining nationwide,
migratory birds, anadromous and estuarine fish that have been identified as threatened or
endangered by two of the three states in the GOM watershed.
other birds identified as species of concern by the North American Waterfowl Management
Plan, U.S. Shorebird Conservation Plan, Colonial Waterbird Plan and Partners in Flight.
(Excerpted from the Mahoosuc Region Resources Report and edited).
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Beginning with Habitat
Beginning with Habitat is a program of the State of Maine that brings together data and tools
from many sources to help communities with conservation planning. It is managed by Maine
IFW. It is a very helpful tool for community level planning and accounts for many of the previously mentioned programs. Currently, it does not include identification of wildlife corridors
unless they have been identified by one of the other programs.
Key data sources include:
“High value” habitat for priority trust species as identified and mapped by the Gulf of Maine
Project, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service;
Rare plant locations and rare or exemplary natural communities as identified and mapped by
the Maine Natural Areas Program; and
Essential habitat defined by Maine’s Endangered Species Act (designated for some endangered species, such as bald eagles); significant wildlife habitat defined by Maine’s Natural
Resources Protection Act (deer wintering areas; waterfowl and wading bird habitats; and
the locations of endangered, threatened, special concern, and other rare species as identified and mapped by MDIFW).
The Beginning with Habitat program also gathers data on two additional categories of important
habitat—riparian habitat and large habitat blocks.(Excerpted from the Mahoosuc Region Resources Report and edited).
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Appendix D
Local Open Space
And
Conservation Planning
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